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Abstract—This paper reports a user study performed to
assess the usability of a Web-based electronic informed consent
application called DICE, which is aimed at supporting patients
in the process of reading, understanding and using the informed
consent as a trigger for further interaction with the team of
care givers. In particular, we performed a questionnaire-based
study and a series of individual semi-structured interviews to
understand whether the application is usable and can be used in
real-world settings, respectively. We found that patients could
appreciate the availability of interactive tools like DICE, but
health professionals believe that its actual adoption in current
workflows and practices could be hampered by the chronic
lack of time and health operators who could timely address
the licit requests that such a tool could bring to light.
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I. MOTIVATIONS AND BACKGROUND

The idea that physicians should get an informed consent

by patients before they undergo a treatment has been part of

modern medical practice since its inception: the discussion

of what the “reasonable physician” should do to inform

his patients appeared in 1767 [1] and the legal concept

stabilised in the early 1900s for surgical cases, mainly to

relieve surgeons from the charge of “unauthorised touching”

and intentional harm. Since those days until the 1970s

“what constituted an adequate medical informed consent

was determined by the medical community” [1]. In the

1970s an increasing number of courts in negligence cases

convened that “what constituted adequate information for

informed consent was what a “reasonable person” would

want to know. Since then, little has changed and the concept

of “reasonable person”, as vague as it may sound, has

been mirrored by a one-size-fits-all approach to informed

consent. Therefore, one critical element that the digitisation

of informed consent is called to address is how to reconcile

this concept with the single patient idiosyncrasies, in regard

to education, expectations, attitudes, fears and familiarity

with medical concepts.

This paper focuses on a Web-based online application that

we designed to address the peculiar needs of single patients

in getting properly informed about the interventions they are

to undergo. To this aim, we took the perspective that sees

the Informed Consent (IC) not only as a stipulation, which

ratifies the agreement between the patient and their doctors

upon the procedures that the former one will undertake

to solve a health problem, but also and above all as a

process itself, a trajectory of conviction, in which the patient

learns something about the medical procedures, and even

themselves.

The processual element of the IC is part of a wider process

of patient-doctor communication, in which the former ones

express preferences, worries and expectations about the

health problems they manifest; and the latter ones propose

their best options to solve those problems, presenting the

pros and cons of each of those options.

In the specialist literature, many studies have observed

as, mainly due to the excessive length of informed consent

forms, or the excessively technical or involute language

expressed therein, the stipulation element (that is inevitable

and intrinsic to any IC) is predominant with respect to

the learning one, and in some cases this latter one is

negligible [2]: this results in an IC that is seen just as

an administrative task devoid of communication between

patients and care givers, and of learning and awareness by

the patients. Moreover, several studies have observed that

many patients do not understand the document they are

signing [2]–[4]. Consequently, ill-informed patients tend

to either overestimate risks [5], thus leading to greater

pre-operative anxiety, which has been found to correlate

with worse recovery [6], as well as major morbidity and

mortality [7]; or to overestimate prospects, which can result

in higher rates of medical complaints [8] and subsequent

distress, which pose different and equally relevant concerns

from the ethical point of view [3].

In this paper, we will describe the mixed-methods re-

search [9] that we undertook to assess the usability and

adoptability of a Web application, called Digital Informed

Consent Experience (DICE). We developed it to improve

the patients’ experience of the IC process and make it

more tailored to their information and emotional needs. In

Section II, we mention some work on electronic IC that

inspired the design of DICE. In Section III, we briefly

describe the DICE application. In Sections IV and V, we

will report the main findings from the user studies where we

administered both closed-ended psychometric questionnaires
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to a sample of prospective users, and an open-ended semi-

structured interview with some key domain experts. In

Section VI, we discuss the findings from the above user

studies and summarise their main contributions.

II. RELATED WORK

In March 2015, the US Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) released a draft guide with recommendations for

the implementation of electronic Informed Consent (eIC,

or eConsent) applications1. In this guide, it is stated that

“any eIC should be easy to navigate, allowing the user

to proceed forward or backward within the system and to

stop and continue at a later time”. Nowadays, the use of

eIC applications is widespread, especially in the context of

clinical trial recruitment where the IC text is conveyed in

a structured format and its electronic version is aimed at

maximising the participants’ understanding and engagement

throughout the course of the study [10].

In the clinical trial domain, several comparative studies

have been performed to compare paper-based and interactive

electronic IC forms. For instance, in [11], the authors

report that patients who used the electronic IC form got

significantly higher comprehension scores than paper-based

consent participants, while the difference was not signif-

icant in regard to overall satisfaction and enjoyment. In

general, other characteristics impact on patient satisfaction

and comprehension than merely the support format, like

brevity [4], [12] and visual richness, which nevertheless can

be significantly higher when the IC is conveyed through an

electronic interactive application [11], [13].

Much less research has been so far accomplished on

eIC in the domains of primary care and secondary (i.e. in-

hospital) care. This distinction is relevant as the IC task

is different according to the setting and in regard to the

typology of patients, the processes of which the consent is

part, and its purpose. In primary care settings, the IC is

mainly addressed to healthy (or not critically ill) people, and

it is mainly related to the permission to manage personal

and sensitive data by the general practitioners and their

assistants. On the other hand, in secondary and clinical

research settings, the IC is related to the purpose of privacy

permission, as well as to inform the patients of the proce-

dures that are proposed to them and the associated risks.

In the specialist literature, authors report many benefits for

eIC applications in respect to their paper-based counterparts.

In both [14] and [15], groups of researchers implemented

an eIC: The results showed that the great majority of the

surveyed patients preferred the digital IC compared to the

traditional ones. Benefits also include operational improve-

ments for research sponsors and clinical administrators [16]

1Use of Electronic Informed Consent in Clinical Investigations Questions
and Answers Guidance for Industry Draft Guidance; March, 2015. https:
//www.fda.gov/downloads/drugs/guidances/ucm436811.pdf. [Last accessed
on 2018 Dec 19]

as data extracted from eIC are usually collected in a cen-

tralised repository, and this allows for data aggregation, real-

time access and analysis at almost no additional cost.

Rowan et al. (2017) [17] mention a work by Hochhauser

(2015) by enumerating a list of usability issues associated

with eIC. These include: (1) reading from a device being

more time consuming; (2) presenting too much information

on multiple small screens; (3) not all users being technologi-

cally savvy; (4) reading from devices not allowing for deeper

processing of information; and, (5) text not being legible on

a device. Also Wilbanks (2018) [18] recently discussed pros

and cons of eIC. Among the shortcomings, the author notices

that people read and comprehend text on a computer screen

more slowly than they read and understand printed material.

As hinted in Section I, many studies [19], [20] re-

port that one of the main problems related to the filling

of the IC forms is that the language used is not totally

comprehensible to most people, and this creates an even

worse divide with poor-literacy patients, who nevertheless

should not be excluded from participation to either trial

studies or standard care [21]. Although these and similar

studies found that eIC applications can improve the patients’

understanding, a systematic review [22] proposed talking to

the patient one-on-one as the most effective way to improve

the consent experience. This is true also considering that

the consent experience cannot be traced back solely to the

cognitive dimension (i.e. understanding and comprehension),

which nevertheless is the main concern of most of literature

contributions [13]. Studies usually focus on decision-relevant

variables, like comprehension, risk/benefit awareness, and

trust feeling [12], while the emotional dimension, which is

related to how patients communicate worries and concerns

and have these addressed by the care givers, is still neglected.

This is why we conceived our system more as a trigger for

patient-care giver interaction than as a stand-alone appli-

cation aimed at improving the comprehension of a written

document, that is as a simple component of a wider and

more inter-personal management of both the cognitive and

emotional needs of patients.

Figure 1. Response proportions from the preliminary patient survey.
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III. DICE: MAIN FEATURES AND INTERFACE

The DICE application is a web-based eIC application

that can be accessed online2 via a standard Web browser.

The main idea underlying DICE is to make the reading

experience of the IC more interactive and tailored for the

patients, as well as a trigger for more and better face-to-

face interactions between them and the caring staff. This

is accomplished through the annotation of the IC text: on

one hand, the system automatically annotates (i.e. enriches)

the IC text with on-demand medical definitions. On the

other, the patients can annotate those passages of the IC

that either worry them or they don’t understand, and request

the interventions of doctors and nurses on those points.

We investigated the potential of this latter functionality

quite early in the design of DICE. To this aim, we under-

took a preliminary study at the IRCCS Orthopedic Institute

Galeazzi, a large teaching hospital based in Milan (Italy)

where almost 5,000 surgeries are performed yearly, mostly

hip and knee prosthetic surgery and spine-related procedures.

For 8 months (March 2017 - October 2018) we sent an email

to a random sample of patients who had undertaken surgery

at Galeazzi a few weeks earlier to invite them to fill in an

online questionnaire and answer the following item: “When
you signed the informed consent and approved the following
treatment, did you feel the need to ask more questions or
ask for more clarifications to your care givers than you
actually did?”. We collected the opinions of 701 patients;

however, 46 of them admitted they could not remember

the IC task. Therefore we got 655 complete answers (see

Figure 1) to analyse. Only one third of the respondents

claimed they had not had any question to ask in regard to

the informed consent, while slightly more than half of the

respondents claimed that all of their doubts and questions

had been expressed and hence addressed adequately by the

caring staff. Notably, yet, approximately 12% of participants

claimed that they did have more questions to ask than those
that they had actually asked (for any reason that we did not

further investigate): indeed, one fourth of these respondents

claimed they had many questions to ask (see Figure 1) and

hence many points or doubts that had been left unaddressed.

This meant for us that DICE, with its role in facilitating the

request for help by patients, could directly support at least

one patient out of two, to both focus on those passages of

the IC that would require higher awareness and attention

and, more notably, to help patients “raise their hands”, get

the caregivers’ attention and ask for more clarifications or

reassurances.

In what follows, we briefly describe the DICE interface.

Users can get access to the text of any informed consent that

has been uploaded after a regular login page (the current

2The code and a full-functional demo is available online on the
Github platform at the following address: https://github.com/ericab12/
informed-consent-v2

version accepts documents in either simple text or HTML

format). In the regular business case that we drew, health

professionals either upload or select the informed consent

that the inpatient has to read, log into the system and

hand out a tablet to the patient with a DICE instance in

foreground, awaiting for user input.

The main application screen is divided in 2 parts (see

Figure 2): the top part, or header, is always visible and

contains the title of the IC, and the command bar; the

bottom and larger part contains the scrollable and multi-

page body of the IC text, divided in smaller paragraphs;

each paragraph can be annotated by the patient by clicking

on two specific emoticons displayed beside each paragraph:

the first icon from the left allows to annotate the text with

the label I feel worried by this; the second one with the

label I don’t understand this. By clicking on any of these

emoticons, the corresponding text is highlighted either in

pink or yellow (respectively) and associated with either

labels. Patients can select any portion of the IC text, even

across multiple paragraphs, and associate it with one of these

two “emotions” (called reactions), i.e. worry and perplexity.

Patients are told that by associating a reaction with any

part of the IC, they are indirectly requesting assistance

by a member of the caring staff. In particular, submitting

an IC with reactions makes the system send a message

either to a doctor, in case of doubts associated with the ‘I

don’t understand this’ label, or to a nurse, in case of the

‘I feel worried’ reaction. The IC cannot be approved and

officially “signed”, until all of the inserted reactions have

been withdrawn by the patient, after receiving due assistance

and support.

The system also automatically highlights the words of

the IC that it recognises to be associated with a specific

definition in a glossary of medical terms previously stored

in the system files. When the user clicks on one of these

hyperlinked words, the corresponding definition is displayed

in a small word balloon (see Figure 2, where the definition

of the term ‘Terapia’ - Therapy - is displayed once the user

has clicked on the corresponding hyperlink).

IV. THE QUANTITATIVE USER STUDY

The DICE application was interactively designed at our

lab, under our supervision, and the last version was de-

veloped by one of the authors. To test the application, we

involved 24 prospective users in a series of short user tests,

in which the application was evaluated in terms of efficiency

(i.e. time to completion) and effectiveness (i.e. error rate) in

controlled experimental conditions. After each session, we

administered a closed-ended questionnaire. In what follows

we report the results of this user study.

The usability study encompassed the administration of a

usability questionnaire to evaluate the User Experience of

the latest version of the prototype. This questionnaire en-

compassed 2 parts: the first part was aimed at measuring user
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the main screen of the application.

satisfaction and was based on the UEQ questionnaire3 [23];

the second part was based on two items we conceived

ad-hoc about the use of the prototype. The questionnaire

was administered to 24 users: this sample was built on a

convenience basis: in particular, 42% of the sample were

women, and 50% of respondents were younger than 25; the

great majority (75% of the population) of respondents had a

high school diploma, with a medium to high familiarity for

Web application. The participants filled in the questionnaire

after using application for approximately 20-25 minutes for

the direct involvement in the user test hinted at above.

1) The questionnaire UEQ: The User Experience Ques-

tionnaire (UEQ) contains 6 scales with 26 semantic dif-

ferential items [23]. We chose this questionnaire for its

widespread use, the known simplicity of semantic differen-

tials, the availability of a validated Italian translation, and

for the availability of a usability benchmark, which was

built aggregating the responses of almost 20,000 participants

involved in more than 400 studies on software applications.

The results reported in Figure 3 show that the application

was appreciated especially in terms of novelty, efficiency
and perspicuity, which means that the product is easy to

get familiar with, and users can solve their tasks without

unnecessary effort.

Figure 3. The DICE usability scores with respect to the UEQ benchmark,
depicted as a bar chart.

3https://www.ueq-online.org/

Later, on a selected number of items, we applied hypo-

thetical testing procedures to determine whether the respon-

dents’ responses showed any significant difference according

to gender and Web familiarity. To this aim, we performed

a Mann-Whitney U test to assess whether there were sig-

nificant differences between how attractive the system was

perceived by male (N = 14) and female respondents (N =

10) on a 7-value semantic differential ranging from very

attractive to totally unattractive. The results are reported in

Figure 4. According to this test, we found a statistically

significant difference concerning the attractiveness of the

system perceived by the men (Median = 2.5) and women

(Median = 2) (U = 33, p = 0.033). Since the lower the score,

the more attractive the system was perceived, we found that

men perceived the prototype as significantly less attractive

than the female respondents. We can speculate that this

significant difference may be due to the fact that males feel

less comfortable in expressing emotions than females [24].

Figure 4. Boxplot for the responses given to the UEQ item “attractive -
unattractive” for female and male users.

We performed the same test on 20 participants to deter-

mine if there was any significant difference also in regard

to intuitiveness (see Figure 5) between the respondents who

claimed to have high familiarity with Web applications (N =

9) and those who claimed to have less than high familiarity

(N = 11). According to this test, we found a non significant

difference between the median perceptions of intuitiveness
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by those with a high familiarity (Median = 2) and those with

a medium-low familiarity (Median = 2, U = 30.5, p = 0.16).

This result suggests that the application was found equally

intuitive by expert users and those who claimed to use Web

applications seldom, and indeed these latter ones found the

interface even (slightly) more intuitive.

Figure 5. Boxplot for the item “intuitive - non intuitive” for respon-
dents with different familiarity with Web-based applications (high vs.
medium/low, self-assessed).

2) Ad-hoc Items: The 24 users involved in the user study

had finally to answer two items that had been conceived to

assess the degree of resistance to use, which we interpreted

as the embarrassment of users to explicitly express emotions

and feelings about the content of the IC through the system.

The items were expressed in the following terms:

1) Expression of lack of understanding: On a scale from
1 (very little) to 6 (a lot) how embarrassing or
uncomfortable would it be for you to express through
the system that you didn’t understand something that
you read in the informed consent?

2) Expression of concern: On the same ordinal 6-value
scale, how embarrassing or uncomfortable would it be
for you to express through the system that something
that you read in the informed consent worries you?

In Table I and Figure 6 we summarise the responses given

by the respondents in terms of average response, its 95%

confidence interval (ME stands for Margin of Error, i.e. half

the CI interval), mode, median and rate of responses either

above or below the middle option.

Table I
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR THE RESPONSES TO THE AD-HOC ITEMS.

Lack of understanding Concern

Mean 2.88 2.42
ME@95% 0.43 0.47
Mode 2 2
Median 2.5 2
Negative rate 0.71 (17) 0.79 (19)
Positive rate 0.29 (7) 0.21 (5)
ME@95% 0.18 0.16

The responses collected show that no negative emotion

prevails over the other. Moreover, we can also state that users

would not feel excessively embarrassed or uncomfortable

in expressing either lack of understanding nor concerns

through the system. This finding results from performing

a Zeta Score Test to compare the rate of responses in-

dicating either low or high embarrassment to both items.

Low embarrassment was associated with responses lower

than or equal to 3; high embarrassment was associated with

responses higher than or equal to 4. Based on this test, we

found significant differences in the rate of low and high

embarrassment responses for both the lack of understanding

item (0.7 ±0.2 vs. 0.3 ± 0.2, respectively; z score = 2.91, p

= 0.004) and the concern item (0.79 ±0.16 vs. 0.21±0.16,

z score = 4.02, p < 0.0001).

Figure 6. Boxplots representing the response distributions for the ad-hoc
items; item 1 regards the embarrassment in expressing lack of understand-
ing; item 2 the embarrassment in expressing concern.

V. THE QUALITATIVE USER STUDY

In order to get further insight on the real-world adoption

of the DICE system by health professionals and patients, we

also interviewed some key informants who could represent

the main stakeholders involved in the IC process. To this

aim, we involved 6 key-informants: 2 patients who had

recently underwent surgery and had to consider the related

IC thoroughly; 2 physicians with some experience in IC

drafting, and 2 nurses, who deal with patients’ worries and

concerns on a daily basis. We conceived this part of the study

as a semi-structured interview, to guarantee both flexibility

and consistency in the questions asked to each respondent.

Questions regarded the potential for DICE to improve the

IC experience, and its main strengths and weaknesses in the

light of the interviewee’s direct experience. Each interview

lasted approximately 35 minutes and was transcribed by one

author. The analysis of the transcriptions allowed us to detect

the following main issues.

First of all, the professional participants (nurses and

physicians) expressed a concern regarding the lack of time in

hospital work; also the patients noticed that relatively little

time was spent on reading and signing the informed consent.

Physicians said that the amount of time they usually have

to prepare the patient for the surgery includes the formal

approval of the consent and that this latter usually takes

no more than 5 minutes: in their facility, doctors usually

summarise the content of the IC verbally to the patients

indicating the parts that the patients should consider more

carefully, and patients sign it in a short while. Both the

physicians involved strongly agreed about the fact that an

application as DICE would require strong modifications in
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the routine and pre-surgery workflow. One stated that “the
timing, the approach and the mindset about the consent
process should be changed from head to foot”. While either

of them denied that creating some room and additional time

for this process would be good, both the physicians and the

nurses believed this could be nice but also impossible to

have: ”At the moment there is no time. I agree that it is far
from ideal, but this is what we have!”, said one physician.

However, one nurse was less pessimist about that: “in most
cases the surgeon could find some little more time for the
consent before the surgery starts, obviously if it is the patient
who asks for due clarifications about the procedure she is
about to undertake”.

Secondly, another problem that was raised by the inter-

viewees regards the necessary skills that the patients should

have to use such an application like DICE. One nurse said

that “a lot of people here aren’t so familiar with electronic
devices. Many of our patients are elderly, and therefore for
them reading an informed consent on a multi-touch tablet
could be an even more frustrating or anxious experience
than reading it on paper.”.

Another problem identified by all the participants was re-

lated to the use of graphometric signature or, more generally,

to the legal obligation of having the IC be signed on paper.

The participants agreed upon the fact that DICE could be

used by patients to read the consent and possibly call for

the care giver support even if at the end of the process

they would have to put their signature on the paper-based

document. This could result in a cumbersome procedure

(where the patient should trust the nurses that the electronic

and paper-based ICs are identical in content), and additional

waste of time.

On the other hand, the participants also emphasised some

benefits of using such a system in a hospital ward. The first

one regarded the functionality of having the system display

the word balloons with the definition of the most difficult

medical terms in the IC text. Both patients admitted to have

read a few difficult words, whose meaning they did not

know and, above all, that they were ashamed to ask what

those words were about exactly. In particular, one patient

said “I like [this functionality] because physicians love to
use many specific terms that are not so easy to understand
or for which you don’t understand what they mean with
respect to your condition, but asking for any explanations is
difficult because one doesn’t want to seem ignorant”. For the

similar reason, the patients were both positively intrigued by

the possibility to express the reaction “I dont understand”.

They told us to believe that making this kind of request

mediated by a computer system could make it easier to

express doubts and require more explanations when they

are due. To this latter regard, however, one of the nurses

expressed a concern that giving the patients the capability

to say “I am worried” for each paragraph of the IC could

make them more anxious, not less, and load the nurses of

an additional explicit responsibility and hence of the burden

to reassure the patients more often than with the traditional

paper-based IC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have reported about the user study that we

performed to assess the usability and real-world adoptability

of an application of electronic informed consent, called

Digital Informed Consent (DICE), which we designed and

developed to encourage patients take an active attitude with

respect to the content of the IC and ask for support if needed.

We reported of the findings from a computer-assisted on-

line interview with 701 patients of a large teaching hospital

in Italy, which show the importance to give patients tools by

which all of their questions and doubts, about the procedures

they have to undergo, could be duly and timely addressed:

approximately one patient out of eight admitted that not all

of their information needs were satisfied before surgery and

that, therefore, the consent was not completely “informed”.

Then, we reported about a standard questionnaire-based

usability study that involved 24 representative users who

were previously involved in some user tests (not reported in

this study). The results of this study show that the prototype

was appreciated for a number of usability dimensions (see

Figure 3), especially novelty, and perspicuity, that is the

extent the system is easy to learn. This was also confirmed

by a hypothesis testing procedure, which did not find any

significant difference in the intuitiveness perceived by expert

and non-expert users. Interestingly, we also observed a

statistically significant difference in how male and female

users liked the system (cf. the attractiveness item in the UEQ

questionnaire), with men who expressed a significant minor

appreciation. We also found that users would not generally

feel embarrassed or uncomfortable in expressing through

the system that they have not understood something about

the informed consent or that something about it worries

them. This suggests that patients could perceive as valuable

the functionality by which an eIC allows users to indicate

passages that need further explanations or emotional support,

and use the application in practice.

However, the good indications that we could draw from

the questionnaire-based study were only marginally con-

firmed by a more qualitative study in which we interviewed

six potential stakeholders of an application like DICE. In

particular, the patients appreciated the capability to get an

explanation of the most difficult medical terms at their

fingertips. Although the capability to annotate the text in

terms of their emotional reactions was not disliked by the

patients, the care givers involved observed how this kind

of functionality could make the actual adoption of the tool

difficult in current workflows and hospital practices in light

of the chronic lack of time and health operators who could

timely address the right demands that such a tool could

bring to light. In general, an electronic informed consent
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that is aimed at creating more (not fewer) opportunities of

interaction between patients and care givers was seen as

practically incompatible with their agenda, and to require

additional time that cannot be expected and planned in the

current hospital workflow.
For this reason, this study can be considered a contribution

in the HCI debate about the hiatus between empirically-

grounded, and yet ideal, assessments of user experience, and

the need to design useful applications for real and situated

practices [25], where multiple perspectives and interests can

clash and hinder innovation, even if it is conceived and

proposed with the best of intentions.
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